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To my beautiful and most intelligent wife,
Anna, and to our children: graceful ballerina,
Eugenia, and romantic gamer, Roman.

Explore the Network
Network exploration in Gephi goes hand in hand with selecting visual properties.
Let’s paint and resize the graph nodes based on some of their measures.
You will learn about network measures in Chapter 8, Measuring Networks,
on page ? and Chapter 11, Unearthing the Network Structure, on page ?.
For now, it suffices to know several basic facts about two of them, as detailed
in the following table:
Measure

Meaning

Degree

The number of immediate neighbors—adjacent nodes. The
degree is a non-negative integer number. The larger the
degree of a food item is, the more nutrients it provides.
The larger the degree of a nutrient is, the more food items
provide it.

Community
structure

Nodes form tightly knit groups called communities. All
foods and nutrients within a community serve some common purpose. Each community has a unique integer
identifier called modularity class.

Node degree is the simplest possible node measure. There is no need to calculate it explicitly. To make node size proportional to the degree, click the
icon with concentric circles in the Appearance window, then on the Ranking
button. Select Degree from the “—Choose an attribute” pull-down menu.
Select node sizes that correspond to the smallest and largest degrees (10 and
40 are good choices). And don’t forget to click Apply. Can you see which nodes
have the highest degrees?
Playing with size is fun; playing with color is more fun. Let’s paint the nodes
according to their modularity classes, as I’ve done in the figure on page 8.
To partition a network into communities, click the Run button next to the
Modularity command in the Network Overview section of the Statistics window.
Proceed by clicking OK and Close in the next two dialogs. In the end, you will
see a floating-point number next to Modularity. The number is a measure of
the quality of the decomposition from Outline Modularity-Based Communities,
on page ?. Return to the artist’s palette icon, then click the Partition button.
Select Modularity Class from the “—Choose an attribute” pull-down menu.
Don’t forget to click Apply. If you feel artistic, like me, play with the node
colors. Painting the beef group pink and the vegetable group green is a nobrainer, but can you choose a good color for the vitamins?
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If you plan to use Gephi for more sophisticated CNA jobs, the table on page 9
will help you find which sections of this book match the items in the Statistics
window.

Sketch the Network
You’re done with rough rendering, but the layout is still awful. Let’s turn
our attention to the lower-left corner of Gephi. Select your favorite layout from
the “Choose a layout” pull-down menu. When a network is large (500 or more
nodes), the Fruchterman-Reingold layout is usually the most efficient. For
smaller networks, the ForceAtlas 2 layout, with some tweaking, works marvels. To make things easier, here’s a tip: set the scaling to 100.0 (to place
nodes reasonably far apart) and check the Prevent Overlap box. Run the tool
for a while. You’ll notice that after a couple of seconds, the nodes settle at
their new positions, but the graph as a whole may continue drifting, rotating,
or both.
The last step is to adjust the labels, because surely some of them don’t mind
their manners and sit on top of each other. Select Label Adjust from the
“Choose a layout” pull-down menu and run the tool for a couple of seconds.
This layout engine distorts the original Fruchterman-Reingold but makes
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NetworkX reference

Average Degree

Degree Centrality, on page ?

Network Diameter

Think in Terms of Paths, on page ?

↑ Also calculates betweenness
centrality

Betweenness Centrality, on page ?

↑ Also calculates closeness
centrality

Closeness and Harmonic Closeness Centrality, on page ?

↑ Also calculates eccentricity

Networks as Circles, on page ?

Graph Density

Start with Global Measures, on page ?

HITS (Hubs and Authorities)

HITS Hubs and Authorities, on page ?

Modularity

Outline Modularity-Based Communities, on
page ?

PageRank

PageRank, on page ?

Connected Components

Split Networks into Connected Components,
on page ?

Avg. Clustering Coefficient

Explore Neighborhoods, on page ?

Eigenvector Centrality

Eigenvector Centrality, on page ?

Avg. Path Length

Think in Terms of Paths, on page ?

sure that neither nodes nor labels overlap. Hopefully, your network layout
resembles the following figure.
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The Graph window still shows a sketch, but this is a high-quality sketch
that nicely displays the structure of the network of foods and nutrients.
There are five compact groups in the network that could be tentatively called
Veggies, Cereals, Meats, Proteins, and Folates. You can explore each group’s
internal composition, as well as connections to the other groups. You can
even show this sketch to your boss or customer. But it would look much
better when rendered at high resolution and converted to a presentationquality image. (Save the project via File > Save As… into a .gephi file to avoid
data loss if Gephi crashes!)
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